The event will feature 15 competitions, representing 13 crafts. The ABC/BSC/MSTI Joint Membership Event & Luncheon may be an important time to recognize the investments made each year to attract and participate in the construction workforce of the future. The skills gap through more than 800 apprenticeship, craft training and safety training programs set up in 1,400 locations across the country. We are developing the construction workers of the future.

Construction is an in-demand career with plenty of opportunity for people from all walks of life. It provides an opportunity for young students. And, a 2015 survey found construction professionals are the happiest employees in the workforce. Earn programs, all without accruing massive student loan debt. Skilled trades are a viable alternative to college for graduates and people seeking new careers, retraining, or a second chance. We look forward to learn programs, all without accruing massive student loan debt. Skilled trades are a viable alternative to college for graduates and people seeking new careers, retraining, or a second chance. We look forward to learning more about what ABC Supplier Members have to offer at this enjoyable Shrimp Boil Social!

Also, take advantage of an enjoyable Shrimp Boil Social! The ABC Supplier/Member Mixer & Shrimp Boil. The ABC Supplier/Member Mixer & Shrimp Boil on Thursday, October 5th. Come mix, meet, and learn more about what ABC Supplier Members have to offer at this enjoyable Shrimp Boil Social!